Graduation
Just as the
children
became Kings
and Queens
of Narnia,
participants in
Narnia have
the opportunity
to earn a title
for themselves
in Narnia.
Graduation
levels are
named in honor of Lewis’s background
as a Medieval scholar and have certain
written requirements (materials are
provided):
Page of Narnia: Participate in the
“Story” discussion group each week
Friend of Narnia: Complete the
“Friend Memories” to demonstrate you
read each book
Steward of Narnia: Complete the
requirements from “Friend” and dig
deeper into the story by completing
the “Steward’s Guide to the Story
Behind the Story”
Knight of Narnia: Complete the
Knight’s Quest discussion questions
with readings from Scripture and Mere
Christianity

Add-on these levels to your
experience:
Troubadour: Complete the
requirements for any level while also
keeping a journal of your thoughts,
feelings, and experiences as you
journey through Narnia
Knight Regent: Complete the
requirements for “Knight” and bring
back from your Quest some creative
expression of your Narnian experience
that captures the Magic of Narnia
Returning Participants
Many adventurers participate for
multiple years—with each year you
grow and your experience of Narnia
will grow with you, as well as what
you take from the experience. Narnia
is intergenerational, and family
participation is encouraged.

Full schedule and registration
information: fbsumc.org.
Questions:
fbsnarniaprogram@gmail.com

The Adventure Begins
This Summer!

NARNIA
Want to eat Narnian food, experience
Narnian adventures, and join with
friends to discover the deeper
meanings within the Narnia chronicles?

In each of the seven adventure
sessions:
Everyone has the opportunity to
participate in the hands-on adventures,
including:
J Caving
J River-crossing by starlight
J Lake Day
J Compass Orienteering
J Narnian Creation
Planetarium Show
Everyone enjoys themed foods,
including:
J Narnian dwarves’ breakfast
with sausages;
J the Beavers’ Fish Fry; and—
for the truly adventurous—
J Narnian eel stew.

Narnia is an intergenerational program
designed to allow you to experience
the world of Narnia through story,
adventures, and a spirit of imagination.
Narnia is for everyone, whether you’ve
yet to read the books or you’re a longtime Lewis scholar.
Come “further in” to the fun this
summer with adventure sessions led
by seasoned guides from First Broad
Street United Methodist Church’s
Narnia program, which began in 1981.

www.fbsumc.org

Everyone joins in one of the discussion
groups, which are offered for different
levels of engagement and experience
with Lewis’s books and scripture.
Levels of Discussion Engagement
As a part of Narnia, you can choose
which discussion group fits your level
of engagement:
Story: join with friends in hearing
and actively re-telling each book’s
adventures with participative
storytelling led by seasoned discussion
guides. Those of all ages are welcome
to experience the “magic” of the stories
together.

Further Up & Further In: bring your
own deeper insights and Biblical
connections into an advanced
discussion group, where we read
from Lewis’s book Mere Christianity
and connect specific
scripture passages
and theological
concepts to the
adventures in the
chronicles of Narnia.
This group is for
participants who are
already familiar with
the Narnian books.

